A Subject-Action-Object (SAO) is a triple structure which can be used to both describe topics in detail and explore the relationship between them. SAO analysis has become popular in bibliometrics, however there are two challenges in the identification of SAO structures: low relevance of SAOs to domain topics; and synonyms in SAO. These problems make the identification of SAO greatly dependent upon domain experts, limiting the further usage of SAO and influencing further the mining of SAO characteristics. This paper proposes a parse tree-based SAO identification method that includes (1) a model to identify the core components (candidate terms for subject & object) of SAO structures, where term clumping processes and co-word analysis are involved; (2) a parse tree-based hierarchical SAO extraction model to divide entire SAO structures into a collection of simpler sub-tasks for separate subject, action, and object identification; and (3) an SAO weighting model to rank SAO structures for result selection. The proposed method is applied to publications in the Journal of Scientometrics (SCIM), to identify and rank significant SAO structures. Our experiment results demonstrate the validity and feasibility of the proposed method.
Introduction
An SAO is a triple structure extracted from a text corpus. Subjects and objects are terms or phrases that are closely related to the topic. Actions are verbs that represent the operation by which, or the relationship between, those terms and phrases. The development of natural language processing techniques has allowed SAO structures to express rich semantic information and gained recognition as a powerful tool for identifying concepts in a corpus. [1] [2] [3] SAO structure has the ability to transform words into concepts, 4 express means-end relationships, 5 and also express evolutionary trends of topic. [6] [7] [8] Compared to co-word analysis, SAOs provide an express way to quickly understand massive textual content. Co-word analysis, also named as co-occurrence analysis, is widely introduced to explore potential relationships between textual elements. [9] [10] [11] [12] Undoubtedly, compared with simply counts of publications and citations, as described in the definition of modern bibliometrics, 13 co-words analysis provide a tool to quickly understand textual content, 14 and help indicate significant topics 15 and dynamic changes 16 . However, limitations still exist: (1) homonyms and synonyms of words and terms result in ambiguous interpretations, especially in multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research fields 17, 18 ; (2) High-frequency, or common, terms fail to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant topics and mislead to unexpected groups 15, 19 ; and (3) co-occurrence only means two terms that appear at the same time, yet directly identifying the specific and deterministic relationships between them. Undoubtedly, compared to co-word analysis, SAOs provide an express way to quickly understand massive textual content, and help indicate significant topics. SAO is helpful for (1) solving the problem of ambiguous interpretations resulted by homonyms and synonyms of words 17, 18 ; and (2) identifying the specific relationship between topic terms. 20 SAO identification is the basis of SAO analysis. However, it is difficult to identify appropriate SAOs for bibliometric analysis. The problems of traditional SAO identification are: (1) it is difficult to directly extract the SAOs that have a close relationship with a topic of interest. Most of the SAOs identified with general Natural Language Processing are too common to express detailed meanings for "what to do" and "how to do it," which is the emphasis of "SAO structure" playing an important role in topic analysis. The reason is that there are millions of SAOs and most of them are common words, (e.g., "we look at an example," "paper consists of three parts."). These common words are irrelative to topics, stop us from getting truly valuable SAOs, and cannot be filtered out by post-cleaning and consolidation. ( 2) It is difficult to obtain the SAOs that have perfect quantitative properties and we usually face the problem of "synonyms in SAO". It is a serious problem for quantitative analysis, especially when we want to use some statistics-based methods (e.g., time series analyses, 21 co-occurrence and association analysis). The reason for "synonyms in SAO" is that the SAO structure is complex, which means that there will be literally many different SAO structures that have the same meaning, and it is difficult to combine them together.
Aiming to overcome the problems described above, which is the value of this manuscript, this paper proposes a SAO identification method. Compared with traditional SAO identification methods, the main contributions of the proposed method are: (1) introduce term clumping and design a co-word algorithm (considering the co-occurrence with keywords) to identify SAO core components, which is helpful for improving the relevance of SAOs to topic. (2) Based on syntax-tree, constructed a hierarchical SAO extraction model, and perform the SAO cleaning and consolidation function. It is helpful for improving the "synonyms in SAO". (3) Constructed an SAO weighting model using the idea of TFIDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) to evaluate the importance of each SAO. We apply the proposed method to the publications in the Journal of Scientometrics. The results demonstrate the feasibility of our method and hold interest for related bibliometric studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: related works are summarized in a Literature Review, the section 3 presents the SAO identification method followed by an empirical study on SCIM. Finally, we conclude our study and address future work.
Literature review
There are usually two kinds of SAO extraction approaches: the symbolic approach and the statistical approach.
Symbolic SAO extraction approach
A symbolic approach consists of a set of rules, often hand-written but sometimes automatically learned, that model different language phenomena. This approach focuses on the designing of rules and is popular and efficient. The Knowledgist TM 2.5 (or GoldFire) is probably the most well-known rule-based SAO extraction tool and has been used in many SAO analyses. 5, 6, 22, 23 33 It is difficult to identify all kinds of concepts (named entity) in corpora based on Named Entity Recognition, and that makes it impossible to extract all SAO. (2) The statistical approach is a black box; it is less direct and less intuitive when improving the quality of SAO extraction algorithms. (3) Supervised machine learning methods need a lot of manual annotation.
Methodology
This paper constructs an SAO identification method that aims to improve the quality (relationship with topic, and synonyms in SAO) of identification results. Figure 1 shows the process: (1) core components of SAO structures are identified from ST&I (Science, Technology & Innovation) records based on a co-word algorithm and term clumping; (2) SAO structures are extracted based on a syntax tree-based hierarchical model; and (3) an SAO weighting model evaluates and ranks the SAO structures for selection.
Components identification model
We introduce term clumping and design a co-word algorithm to perform SAO components identification.
SAO components are a set of topic terms that are used as the candidate terms for the subject and object of SAO. There are three steps to identify SAO components: (1) performing term clumping to obtain a set of words/phrases; (2) ranking the term clumping results based on the proposed co-word algorithm; and (3) combining the top N term clumping results with keywords to obtain the core components of SAO. The detailed procedure is shown below:
(1) Term clumping To achieve these components, we introduce term clumping. Term clumping is the series of steps to clean and consolidate rich sets of topical phrases and terms in a collection of documents relating to a topic of interest 15 . We applied such term clumping steps to our data. The stepwise actions are noted in Table 2 . Y. Zhang et al 15 shows the detailed description of each step. Term clumping typically results in mostly terms, which are useful for identifying topic terms, but do contain a great deal of noise which doesn't have a close relationship with topics.
(2) Ranking the term clumping results based on coword algorithms
To overcome the problem (noise in term clumping results) above, a co-word algorithm is proposed to evaluate and rank the results of term clumping. If a term co-occurs with keywords frequently in many papers, but does not occur so frequently itself in papers (not a common word), then we can conclude that this term is a relatively important word/phrase. This algorithm calculates the degree of importance of terms built on the co-occurrences with keywords and their own occurrence frequency. The detailed description of this algorithm is 1) the algorithm calculates the sum of co-occurrence frequency between term t and every keyword; 2) the algorithm divides the sum of co-occurrence frequency above by the number of instances of term t in papers to produce a weight. This weight is used to evaluate and rank the terms in term clumping results. The algorithm is implemented in Java and GATE, and described as below:
: Term derived from term clumping, ≠ , t ∈ .
: The weight of term used to evaluate the importance of term . : The set of keywords. freq( , ) : Frequency of co-occurrence between term t and keyword .
The benefit of ranking term clumping results based on the proposed co-word algorithms is that we consider the importance of the terms based on the relevance of terms to keywords. Keywords can show the topic of text 35, 36 and is good at forming SAO structures. The terms co-occurring with keywords frequently (rank International Journal of Computational Intelligence Systems, Vol. 10 (2017) 593-604 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ highly) usually can be combined with keywords to form a SAO. Compared with TFIDF, the proposed method focus on the co-occurrence of terms and keywords instead of only the occurrence of terms/records, and is helpful for construct SAO structure based on keywords.
(3) Combining the top (higher weight) term clumping results with keywords
The keywords in papers are often accurate and clean. In order to cover all the SAOs, the proposed method combines the term clumping results with the keywords.
The terms in term clumping results is ranked based on , and then are combined with keywords to produce the SAO core components :
: the set of term clumping results. : the set of SAO core components. At last, we will check the results and remove the common terms manually.
SAO extraction model
An SAO extraction model is constructed, which is hierarchical and syntax-tree based (shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). The SAO core components (obtained in section 3.1) are imported into this model to assure the subject/object of SAO has a close relationship with the topic. The model is hierarchical and equipped with specialized syntax rules (shown in Table 1 ) to meet the special extraction requirements which is some different with general SAO extraction (e.g., The desired SAO of "robotics technology holds a significant promise for improving industrial automation" is "robotics technology improves industrial automation" not "robotics technology holds a significant promise"). The proposed hierarchical model solves the extraction work by breaking it down into a collection of different levels of simpler sub works, like the identification of subject, action, and object. The SAO extraction model is implemented in GATE 37 and comprises six steps (shown in Figure 3 , and corresponding to a different pseudo code in Figure 2 ): (1) To reach the desired SAO, we first identify the objects in the sentence (including clauses) based on the syntax tree and the core components acquired in Stage 1. This step corresponds to 1-5 in Figure 2 .
(2) The action is identified using the object from Step 1. Because actions and objects are built naturally upon each other, a set of rules filters actions and objects in a recursive manner. This step corresponds to 6-8 in Figure 2 .
(3) Objects and actions are combined to produce a reasonable action-object structure. This step corresponds to 9-14 in Figure 2 .
(4) Based on the action of the action-object structure (obtained above) and core components, we retrieve the subject of the various level of topic information. This step corresponds to 15 and 16 in Figure 2 .
(5) The subject is combined with the action-object structure to produce a complete and accurate SubjectAction-Object. This step corresponds to 17-23 in Figure  2 . We use the stem of verb and noun to form SAO structures to improve the "synonyms in SAO".
(6) The SAO is cleaned and consolidated using thesaurus and fuzzy matching. First, a stop word list is used to remove common SAOs. Secondly, a thesaurus of synonyms (including verbs and nouns) is constructed to combine similar SAO components (Subjects, Actions and Objects). Finally, we use fuzzy matching to combine similar SAOs. This step is fulfilled with VantagePoint. 38 It is useful to improve the "synonyms in SAO". The Rule 1-6 embedded in the pseudo code in Figure 2 are a series of judgment conditions (syntax rules) which are used to judge different levels of SAO structure, (e.g., if a string of words fit the pattern
in Rule 1, then it is identified as candidate word/phrase ( ); if a satisfy Rule 2, then it is identified as candidate object of SAO ( )). Rules 1-6 are syntax tree-based and written in Jape (shown in Table 1 ). 
SAO weighting model
An SAO weighting model is constructed to evaluate the importance of each SAO obtained in section 3.2. This model ranks and identifies important SAOs for subsequent analysis (e.g., topic analysis).
The SAO weighting model is constructed based on the idea of TFIDF. TFIDF reflects the important a term to a document in a corpus based on the frequency of the term and records. 39 SAO is a combination of terms and verbs, so we can combine the TFIDF of each component to calculate the weight of SAO. In other words, to calculate the SAO weight, the weighting model calculates the TFIDF of each part (subject, object, action, and SAO as a whole) and combines them together. Subject and Object are the core of SAO and in a similar position. Action can link Subject and Object together, and has great potential to affect the overall weight. Thus, we add the TFIDF of Subject and Object together, and use the weight of Action as a global parameter. Meanwhile, there is another global parameter. We call it the initial weight of SAO, where we treat SAO as a term and calculate the TFIDF of overall SAO ( ). Finally, the weight of the SAO is calculated as follows:
in which is the weight of the SAO, is the weight of the Subject, is the weight of the Object, is the weight of the Action, is the initial weight of the SAO. , and are calculated based on TFIDF:
In these formulas, denotes instances, or the total number of times the subject appears in the dataset; denotes the number of records that contain this subject; denotes the total number of instances the object appears in the dataset; denotes the number of records that contain that Object; denotes the total number of instances the SAO appears in the dataset; denotes the number of records that contain that SAO; N indicates the total number of documents in the dataset. The calculations of , and are based on TFIDF. Take for example, log(1 + ) is the logarithmically scaled Subject frequency, and log �1 + � is the logarithmically scaled inverse document frequency. Consequently, if a Subject appears frequently in the whole data set but only a small number of records contain this Subject, then this Subject has a higher weight.
For the weight of the Action, we find it is different with Subject and Object. The term frequency and document frequency of the Action cannot express its importance. Thus, we first identify important Actions based on the statistics of verbs. Then is set via expert knowledge.
A case study
We applied the proposed SAO identification method to the publications in the Journal of Scientometrics. Scientometrics is a leading journal in the field of Information Science & Library Science, and provides good balances between theoretical research & empirical studies, and information science & management needs. Such publications, which contain a rich variety of topics with strong features of coupling, would make great sense to be used for our SAO identification and explore insights to compare with the traditional bibliometric techniques (word-based). In light of this, we introduce our method to identify the SAO. In total, 4,215 Scientometrics papers authored between 1978 and 2015 were collected from Web of Science (Search query: SO=Scientometrics, Query Date: 13 08 2015).
Components identification
This section displays the process of how to obtain the core components of SAO. There are three steps, as described in section 3.1.
The results from the first step-term clumping-are listed in Table 2 . These form the basis for core component identification. In the second step, we applied co-word algorithm mentioned in section 3.1 to rank the results of term clumping. The top 10 is shown as sample in Table 3 . The weight of term clumping result terms in Table 3 has been normalized. Finally, by combing the top 80% of term clumping results (6,055 words/phrases) with keywords set (4,003 words/phrases), we achieved the core components (8,762 words/phrases). There is overlap between term clumping results and keywords, so the number of core components is not the sum of them. We chose the top 80% based on previous experience and experts' knowledge. With this level, we will not lose the important words/phrases and still filter out the common ones that do not have a close relationship with the topic of interest.
SAO extraction and SAO weighting
From these core components we obtained 89,713 SAO structures based on the SAO extraction model. These SAOs were cleaned and consolidated via fuzzy matching to produce a final result of 84,241 SAOs. Based on the statistics of verbs and expert knowledge, we obtained 169 core Action words in graphene field, and then is set via expert knowledge. Every SAO was evaluated by the SAO weighting model and the top 10 results are shown in Table 4 . Weights have been normalized.
Precision and recall is introduced to validate the results and test the reliability. Precision measures the number of correctly identified SAOs as a percentage of the number of SAOs identified. The higher the precision, the better the system is at ensuring that what is identified is correct. Recall measures the number of correctly identified SAOs as a percentage of the total number of correct SAOs. The higher the recall rate, the better the system is at not missing correct SAOs. A random 100 papers was selected to form the test dataset. We annotated the test dataset manually to identify the SAO structures and use it as 'gold standard' against which to compare the proposed SAO identification method. Based on the 'gold standard', the precision and recall of SAOs in each paper are calculated, and then we calculated the average of the precision and recall. The average of precision is 0.8058, the average of recall is 0.8446. Based on the in-degree and out-degree of nodes, we find that "collaboration" is the most popular topic in Journal of Scientometrics. Other hot topics include coword analysis, co-authorship analysis, network analysis, h-index, citation analysis, and impact factor. The link between nodes indicates the real relationship between topics. For example, "Co-word analysis map collaboration" is an SAO and indicates that "Co-word analysis" method can be used to "map" the "collaboration" situation.
The proposed method has three advantages: (1) The SAOs identified with the proposed method contains a wealth of semantic information and indicates a specific relationship between topic terms; therefore, each topic is described in detail by a set of weighted SAOs, which show its core content.
(2) The SAOs identified with the proposed method have a close relationship with the topics, which makes it very useful for topic analysis.
(3) The SAOs identified in the proposed method improve the "synonyms in SAO", and can be used in quantitative analysis, including: 1) the statistics of the SAO frequency, Subject frequency, Action frequency, Object frequency; 2) building the SAO-SAO matrix, SAO-document matrix, SAO-author matrix, SAOcoutry matrix, SAO-year matrix and SAO-organization matrix, and then implementing co-occurrence analysis; and 3) building the Subject-Action-Object network and implementing SAOs' network analysis.
Discussion and conclusions
Existing SAO research have predominantly focused on applications rather than the SAO extraction techniques. The limitation is that SAO structures cannot fit the application in bibliometric analysis. This paper proposes an SAO identification approach that combines a symbolic and statistical approach.
We find there are two challenges in SAO identification for bibliometrics: low relevance of SAOs to domain topics; and synonyms in SAO. Aiming to solve these two problems, the proposed method introduces a component identification model, a hierarchical SAO extraction model, and an SAO weighting model. With the help of three models, researchers can identify complete and accurate SAO structures. At the same time, The SAOs identified with the proposed method contain a wealth of semantic information and can indicate the relationship between topic terms.
Compared with existing SAO identification methods, the proposed method aims to provide basis for SAObased bibliometric analysis, focus on the components (Subject, Action, Object) of SAO and the topic relevance. We emphasize on the quantitative SAO analysis.
There are many possible applications for our method: (1) identify topic terms and rank topics in order of popularity and influence; (2) classify topics based on the similarity of relationship; (3) provide in-depth functional descriptions of topics via corresponding SAOs; and (4) explore the relationships between topics based on the action between topic terms.
However, there are also some limitations to this paper. We use traditional fuzzy matching to combine similar SAOs, which is not good at processing long and complex SAO structures. It is better to introduce ontology for combining similar SAOs. We engaged experts for setting indictor thresholds, but a systematic setting process would be able to improve the efficiency of qualitative approaches.
In future research, we will further apply our approaches to various topics and texts to test its robustness. In addition, we will continue to improve the cleaning and consolidation function for combining similar SAOs without affecting their original semantic information. We also see potential in associating SAObased network analysis with technology roadmapping to analyze topic development trends.
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